Abstract. Consider a scenario where base stations need to send data to users with wireless devices. Time is discrete and slotted into synchronous rounds. Transmitting a data item from a base station to a user takes one round. A user can receive the data item from any of the base stations. The positions of the base stations and users are modeled as points in Euclidean space. If base station b transmits to user u in a certain round, no other user within distance at most b − u 2 from b can receive data in the same round due to interference phenomena. The goal is to minimize, given the positions of the base stations and users, the number of rounds until all users have their data.
Introduction
We consider different combinatorial aspects of problems that arise in the context of load balancing in time division networks. These problems turn out to be related to interval scheduling problems and interval graphs.
The general setting is that users with mobile devices are served by a set of base stations. In each time slot (round) of the time division multiplexing each base station serves at most one user. Traditionally, each user is assigned to a single base station that serves him until he leaves its cell or his demand is satisfied. The amount of data that a user receives depends on the strength of the signal Research partially supported by TH-Project TH-46/02-1 (Mobile phone antenna optimization: theory, algorithms, engineering, and experiments).
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(a) This figure describes a possible situation in some time slot (round). Base station b2 serves user u2, b3 serves user u6. Users u3, u4 and u5 are blocked and cannot be served. Base station b1 cannot serve u1 because this would create interference at u2
(c) A possible situation in some time slot in the 2D case. Users u2, u4, u7 and u12 are served. Base station b5 cannot serve user u1 here, because this would create interference at u4 as indicated by the dashed circle Clusters of base stations jointly decide which users they serve in which round in order to increase network performance. Intuitively, this approach increases throughput, when in each round neighboring base stations try to serve pairs of users such that the mutual interference is low. We turn this approach into a discrete scheduling problem in one and two dimensions (see Figure 1 .1), the Joint Base Station Scheduling problem (JBS). In one dimension (see Figure 1 .11(a)) we are given a set of n users as points {u 1 , . . . , u n } on a line and we are given positions {b 1 , . . . , b m } of m base stations. Note that such a setting could correspond to a realistic scenario where the base stations and users are located along a straight road. In our model, when a base station b j serves a user u i this creates interference in an interval of length 2|b j −u i | around the midpoint b j . In each round each base station can serve at most one user such that at the position of this user there is no interference from any other base station. The goal is to serve all users in as few rounds as possible. In two dimensions (see Figure 1 .11(c)), when base station b j serves user u i this creates interference in a disk with radius b j − u i 2 and center b j .
The one-dimensional problem is closely related to interval scheduling problems, except that the particular way how interference operates leads to directed intervals (arrows). For these we allow that their tails can intersect (intersecting tails correspond to interference that does not affect the users at the heads of the arrows). We present results on this special interval scheduling problem. Similarly, the problem is related to interval graphs, except that we have con-
